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Non Manufacturing ISM Slows but still growing

A quick glance at the table above shows that except for the “trade sector,” the rates of expansion in all of the
survey series declined. The exceptions were export orders and imports (not shown in the table above). The
key employment survey question shows a slight deterioration in the rate of expansion ( but still above 50%) in
contrast to the manufacturing survey. New orders also slowed while prices in the non manufacturing sector
appeared to slow their rate of increase. This is in sharp contrast to the manufacturing survey.
How to read these data?
The obvious comment is that the two series (manufacturing and non manufacturing) don’t necessarily move in
tandem, even within the special survey questions. The broad trends in the economy show through both sets
of data, but the timing of the “moves” can differ.
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The graphs only show “relative” moves, but it is clear that in late 2003 and early 2004, it was the “return of the

Jedi” performance of the manufacturing sector that dominated, at least until the recent slowing. In 2003, it was
the reverse with non manufacturing showing leadership.
The comparison of the New Orders series is interesting, less for direction but more for timing. The inherent
volatility of manufacturing shows through both in timing and directional moves. What probably can be read
from the New Orders series is that there has been a slowing in the acceleration of growth in QI2004.
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Price Trends:
If there is a real difference between the “sectors,” it appears to stem from the importance in total cost of raw
materials. Here the surge in commodity inputs no doubt has created a relative acceleration of prices in
manufacturing over non-manufacturing. This will continue to be the case until labor markets tighten sufficiently
to allow for strong nominal wage growth.
Summary:
Even if the data in the two series don’t provide parallel movements in magnitude anddirection, the two series
tend to be broadly similar. However, as we approach more typical full employment conditions, we should
begin to experience much more divergence.

Comparison of New Orders
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Comparison of Price Trends
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